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Wave Clouos and Severe Turbulence

3. AIRCRAFT REPORTS

During the day, there were numerous aircraft
reports of turbulence over northern Missou
ri, northern Indiana, Illinois, and lower
MiChigan (Table 1). All reports over this
region were receivea via Service A and ded
icated circuits at the National Severe
Storms Forecast Center (NSSFC) at Kansas
City betwee~ 15UO and 2lUO GMT. Of course,
there could have been other reports which
were missed or not relayed. We were fortu
nate to have so many PIREPS because of the
high density of jet travel over this area.

subsequent imagery (Figure 1, b-g) showed
the waves progressing eastnortheastward
across Illinois and the southern tip of Lake
Michigan into lower Michigan.

Wind profiles at Topeka, Kansas (Figure 6,

4. DISCUSSION

The primary high level jet routes between
Kansas City and the Carleton, MiChigan and
the location identifiers for the pilot
reports are indicated in Figure 5. Because
the wave ClOUdS were near flight level and
moved at a speeo of 60 knots along the jet
routes, the intensity of the turbulence in
and around the waves could be evaluated.
Table 1 shows that the reports of severe
turbulence tenaed to progress from west to
east with the wave clOudS. The light tur
bulence observations were either preceding,
following, or south of the wave CloudS.
Pilots flying from Indianapolis to Chicago
observed wave ClOUdS resembling mountain
waves.
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to the thick, high clouas from southeast
Kansas to central Il~inois was near the
polar jetstream (Figure 4a, b). These clOUds
were at the first ennancement level (7)
(medium grey shade) which represents a tem
perature of -32C to -4~C. The infrared image
indicated the temperature of the wave clOUds
to be slightly warmer or -25C to -30C. This
corresponds to a height range of 5-7 km
(16,000 to 22,000 ft). When clouds are thin
or scattered, the satellite radiometer
senses a combination of cola radiation at
cloud tops and warmer radiation from below
which results in a derivea temperature too
warm so the calculated cloua heights are
lower thdn observed ClOUd heights.

A mid-morning, I-kilometer (l/~-mile) reso
lution (6) picture (Figure 2) showed better
definition of the wave-clOUd pattern over
northeast Missouri. The ClOUdS were not
discernible in an 8-kilometer (4-mile) reso
lution image taken at the same time (Figure
3) because the coarse resolution in the
infrared image and the lack of contrast with
the clOUds below. A sharp poleward edge (C)

2. SATELLITE OBS~RVATIONS

On 8 February 19~O, the first visible sat
ellite image (Figure la) revealed a narrow
band of wave-like clouas over northern
Missouri.

CoincidentallY, a B727 pilot reportea severe
turbulence over KirKsville, Missouri {AI and
another B7l7 pilot experienced light to
moderate turbUlence over Kansas City (B).

This note documents a case where several
moderate and severe turbulence reports are
related to wave cLouds in a sequence of
visible satellite images.

ABSTRACT

Satellite detection of wave CLOUdS has been
noted by Brandli and Taylor (2) in low
clOUdS oft the upper Texas coast. Waves in
low clOUdS that formed downwina from higher
terrain have been documented by Burroughs
and Larson (3) and Ernst (4). Viezee et al
(5) related early polar orbiting (image over
the same area twice a day) cloua patterns to
horizontal and vertical wino shear, wine
speeds anQ frequency of turbulence at the
level of the jetstream. They founo a higner
risk of severe or extreme turoulence when
transverse bands (directional ditference
between orientation of ClOUd band and winos
is greater than 80 degrees) were Observed
near the jet than when the banos were not
present.

1. IN'l'RODUCTION

Turbulence reports are reldted to wave
clouds in visible satellite imagery which
are provided to government and private users
every 30 minutes through the Central Datd
Distribution Pdcility (CDDP) at Washington,
DC. The clouds were in a zone of strong
vertical wind shedr associated with the
polar jetstredm.
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aJ and Flint, Micnigan (Fig. b, b) described
a well-defined upper jet at around Y.L km
(30,000 ft). The profiles w~re strikingly
similar, especially between 2.7 and 7.b km
(9,000 to 25,000 ft). Unusually large ver
tical wind sh~arj of about 7 kt per thousand
feet (12 x 10-3 S- ) were measured at Topeka
and 15 Itt per thousana feet (26 x 1O~3 S-l )
at Flint. The wlnd direction between 4 ana
12 km (13,000 and 40,000 ft) aid not vary
more than 5 degrees from 2b5 de9re~~. The
ClOUdS were nearly perpendicular to the
wind.

Brandll and Lombardo (8) have presented an
accurate methOd of determining wind dlrec
tion and speed from satellite phot~Jrapns at
wave ClOUdS that are not associated witn
terrain. They called these wa~e-shapea

ClOUdS -blllOwS·. The wind direction is
perpendicular to the wave ClOUdS and tne
altitUde is determined by comparing th~

infrared temperature to a recent radlosonoe
observation. The wind speedS are calculated
by the empirical relationship:

V· 18.U. + 16.4

where l is the wavelength of the waves in
nautical miles. This lS a measure of the
oistance between the centers ot two succes
sive waves. V is the speed of the wind in
knots.

The wavelength in thiS case was 13 to 17 km
(7 to 9 nm) which yieldS a wind speed of
about 150 kt. Although greater than the
dbserved speed of 125 kt at Fllnt, this es
timate is within 20 percent of the observed
wind.

5. SUMMARY

This case demonstrates the utility of 30
minute geostationary satellite imagery for
detecting and monitoring mesoscale phenom
ena. The small area of waves which moved
tram northern Missouri t.o lower MiChigan was

associated With mOderate to severe turbu
lence. These ClOUdS were in a zone of strong
vertical wino shear below the polar jet
stream. Aviation forecasters should be alert
to th~ fact thdt severe turbulence can be
assucidted witn ClOUdS of this type. The
waves ln thlS case were in the mid- and
upper troposphere ana were not related to
orography.
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TIME LOCATIO~ FL AIRCRAFT

1500 OVR MCI 250 8727
1522 OVR IRK 270 8727
1617 OVR MCI 370 N265
1700 OVR UIN 230 Ml/2
1815 OVR JOT 200 PAGE
1825 OVR IRK 370 "'56
1913 OVR STL OCRG B727
2010 OVR SBN 270-330 Numerous
2025 INDo-CHI 230 Numerous
2028 O\'R S8N 220 AC6J
2114 OvIl. CAP 370 MISG
2126 OVR S8N 310 HI'G
2151 O\'R CRL 350 8727

TUR8 INTENSITY

LGT-MDt
'VR
LGT
MDT
LGT
MDT
LGT
MDT-SVR
MDT
MDT-SVR
LGT
None
SVR

T~ble 1. Locations, tllgnt level, type ot aircraft ana intensity ot
turbulenc~ b~t~een ijUU ana 2LOO GMT, 8 FeD. 19ijO fram nOrtnern Mlssourl to
souther~ Mlchlgan.
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Figure 1. a

Figure 1. b
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Figure 1. Hourly
GMT 0) 1600 GMT
GMT. Turbulence
and severe A .

2-km re$olution visible imagery for 8 Feb. 1980. a) 1500
cl 1700 GMT d) LijOO GMT el 190U GMT f) 2000 GMT g) 2LOO

symbols 'learest observation time: light 1\ , mOderate..A-
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Figure l.d
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Figure 2. O~e-km visible image at 1630 GMT, 8 Feb.
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Figure 4. 30D-rob analyses for 1;,(00 GMT, 8 Eeb. (a) ana 0000 GMT, 9 Feb.
(b). Heavy solid line depicts axis of maximum winds. Dashed lines are
isotachs at 20-kt intervals. J inaicates a speed maximum embedaed in the
jet.

Eight-km resolution infrared image with M~ enhancement
8 Feb.
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Figure 3.
1630 GMT,
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Figure 5. Location of stations in pilot
reports. Solia line aepicts main jet routes
between Kansas City and Detroit.
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Figure 6. Wlnd speed profiles for Topeka, Kansas at l~OO GMT, 8 Feo ana
Flint, Michigan at 0000 GMT, 9 Feb.
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